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INTRODUCTION
Often an experimenter conducts a random experiment to 
collect data to help him make statements about certain un­
known constants called parameters. Because the results of 
a random experiment vary, the experimenter can never be 
one hundred percent sure that a particular statement he 
makes is correct. However, in many cases, there are avail­
able to him tools (techniques of statistical inference), 
which assure him a high degree of probability that the 
statement he makes will be correct. Of course, once a 
particular statement is made it is either true or it is 
false.
Many of the procedures of statistical inference can 
be used for only one statement. More often than not, the 
experimenter will be concerned with making more than one 
statement. Of course it would be desirable for him to be 
assured a high degree of probability that all his state­
ments simultaneously will be correct. To achieve this 
goal, he must use one of the techniques of simultaneous 
statistical inference.
This thesis is concerned with the theory and applica­
tion of three major techniques of simultaneous statistical 
inference: Scheffè P projections, Tukey's Studentized
range and Bonferroni T statistics. The last chapter is 
composed of numerical examples illustrating the three 
techniques.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I
A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO SIMULTANEOUS 
STATISTICAL INFERENCE
In any given random experiment, the experimenter is 
concerned with making statements which accurately and 
adequately describe the results of the experiment. These 
statements are often of the form of confidence intervals 
for the parameters, or the statements may concern hypotheses 
about parameters. He is interested in saying something 
about the correctness of these statements.
There are two methods of approach. First, if S^,
i * 1, 2, ..., n are statements made on the basis of the
random experiment and A^, i = 1, 2, ..., n are the events
that the statements are correct, he may deal with the
statements individually and determine = p(X^), i = 1,
2, ..., n, (l - = p(A^)). However, it seems likely
that in many cases the experimenter would be interested
in knowing the probability that all the statements, S^,
i = l ,  2, ...,n, simultaneously are correct; i.e.,
- XL X^ i=l i of concern. This is the subject matter of
simultaneous statistical inference.
Suppose, for example, that two means, and ji.2 » 
are imder consideration. Consider statements S^:L^ <
< L^ and 2 3 ^  ^2* L* , L2, L^ are random
variables. Let A^ be the event that S^ is true and A2
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
be the event that 82 is correct. Suppose that 1 - 
= p(Aj^) = p(L^ < = .95 and that :L -- CK,, == pCAg)
= pChg < ^2 ^  Lg) = .95. In other words, both intervals
are 95 percent confidence intervals.
Many times, however, he will want to know the proba­
bility that both 8^ and Sg are correct simultaneously; 
that is, he will want p(A^ n A2) - p(b^ < and
^2 ~  ^2 —  b^). Quite often because of distributional 
difficulties that arise, this probability is difficult to
determine exactly, but knowing and «g* it is always
possible to get a bound for this probability. This 
bound is obtained from the following argument: 
p(A^ U A2) < p(A^) + pCAg) = + «2 » Hence, p(A^ fl A2)
= p(A^ Ui A2) > 1 - - «2'
Thus, in the above example, the experimenter could
conclude that pCb^ ^  < b^ and b2 < P2 ^  ^  ^ “ .05
- .05 = .90. If he desires this probability to be 95 
percent instead, he might decide to determine random 
variables with the property that
p(b^ < ^  b|)-= .025 and p(b^ < 1̂ 2 —  ~ .025. Then,
as above, it is true that p(b^ < and b^ < P2 < bj|̂)
= .95. Much of simultaneous statistical inference is con­
cerned with making exact statements about p(A^  ̂ “̂2^ 
rather than using bounds as illustrated above.
A situation which is easily handled but which seldomly 
occurs in actual practice is the one in which 8^ and 82 are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
independent. In this case, p(A^ n A2) = p(liQ_ < ^
and L2 < M-2 ^  ^2 ) = p(A^) .p(A2) = (l - a^).(l - ^2). With 
” *̂ 2 " *05» this probability turns out to be .9025 
which differs only slightly from the bound obtained above.
Another illustration of simultaneous inference can be 
taken from hypothesis testing. If the parameters under 
consideration are 0^, 02* ••• ®q» the experimenter may 
choose to consider separate hypotheses = = ®ĵ Q>
where is some specified constant, i = 1, 2, s.
On the other hand, he may be interested in testing a single
hypothesis ©2 = ®20* . . , ©g = ®so*
involves all the parameters simultaneously.
Consider the case of two parameters ©^ and ©2. The 
hypotheses where is some real constant
and H^2'®2 “ ®20’ ©20 some real constant, are to
be tested. When H . is true then statement S.;©. = 0. is01 1 1  10
the correct statement to make. If A^ is the event that 
is made when is true, then 1 - = P(A^) = p(accept
is true). If or.̂ = O2 = .05, then p(A^) = .95 and 
p(A2) = .95. However for various reasons it may be more 
desirable to test a single hypothesis which involves 
0^ and ©2 simultaneously. If ®2 " ®20’ ®iO
and ©20 before, the statement, S:0^ = ©g = ®20*
the correct statement to make when is true. If indi­
vidual tests for ©^ and ©2 are used as they were earlier
in this paragraph, then the following statements can be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
made concerning H^. If A is the event that statement S is 
made when is true, then p(A) = p(A^  ̂ ^ " ^2'
If - 02 = .05» then P(A) = p(accept H^Ih^ is true) > .90.
So consider the matter more formally, let ^  = Is^] 
be a family of statements and N(«^) be the number of state­
ments in the family. If ) is the number of incorrect
statements in the family, then the error rate for the family
is Er(oî^) = « The error rate is a random variable
whose variable whose distribution depends on the procedure 
used in making the family of statements and on the under­
lying probability structure. Since the family error rate 
is a random variable, one concept that arises naturally 
is that of the probability of a non-zero error rate.
The probability error rate, denoted ] is defined
N (<^ )
as pC ^ ) = p > 0} « p(N^(^) > 0} . The last 
equality follows since N ( ^ )  is constant. If the family 
contains an infinite number of statements we define p C ^ }
= pfN^Cc?^) > 03. Thus, the probability error rate is the 
probability that at least one of the statements in family ̂  
is incorrect. In the event that contains only one 
statement, S, which is a confidence interval for some 
parameter, 1 - PC^3 is the familiar 1 - a. Likewise, if 
contains a single statement arising from testing a 
hypothesis about a parameter, then pC*5̂  3 is simply the 
probability of a type I error.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
It seems obvious that a family with a large number of 
statements N(c^) will have a greater chance of having at 
least one incorrect statement than will a family with a 
smaller number of statements. Therefore, to achieve the 
same the statements for the larger family must be
weaker. Essentially this means that as the number of 
statements in a family increases, confidence intervals 
become wider and critical regions for tests become smaller 
if o is held constant.
In the following chapters, some rather sophisticated 
techniques for simultaneous confidence inference will be 
dealt with in detail. It is worthwhile at this point, 
however, to consider a simple but often useful technique 
for simultaneous inference, the Bonferroni inequality.
This technique has already been illustrated in earlier 
examples of this chapter. Suppose t h a t c o n t a i n s  only 
a finite number of statements. For each statement in 
let be the event that is correct and let = p(X^), 
Then, p[<^} = p{UA^3 < ̂  p(A^) = . Hence p(all state­
ments are correct) - p(HA.) = 1 - pCç^) > 1 - The
f  ̂ f ^
Bonferroni inequality, p(nA«) 1 - Sa«, gives a sometimes
f  ̂ f ^
crude bound which relates the individual probabilities for
the statements to p(<^ 3 .
If the statements in are confidence intervals for 
parameters, then the Bonferroni inequality provides a lower 
bound for the probability that all of the parameters lie
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
within their respective confidence intervals simultaneously„ 
It is a nice tool especially when attempts to use other tech­
niques lead to distributional difficulties. Furthermore, 
if the number of statements is not too large and the are 
small, the bound is good and generally much simpler to use 
than any of the exact procedures.
The simplest case, which is seldomly encountered, is 
the one in which the statements are independent. The proba­
bility that a particular statement is correct is 1 - 
Using the independence of the statements, we can conclude 
that the probability that all the statements are correct 
is equal to the product of the probabilities that the indi­
vidual statements are correct; that is, 1 - = uCi - a„)
f ^
Here we obtain strict equality as apposed to the inequality 
we got by using the Bonferroni inequality.
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CHAPTER II 
TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE
Section 2.1 Introduction and derivation
The first technique for simultaneous inference to he 
considered is Tukey's studentized range. It can he used 
both for testing hypotheses and for obtaining simultaneous 
confidence intervals.
Let , ...» he a random sample from a N(0, l)
distribution and let R = ^(p) ” ^(i) their range. If W 
is distributed as a chi-square with v degrees of freedom 
and is independent of the X^, i = 1, 2, r , then
RQ = — is a studentized range random variable with r
and V degrees of freedom.
Suppose Y = (y^, y^) has a multivariate
normal distribution with mean ji = , |ip> ...» , and
covariance matrice o^I and that is an independent chi-
o
square random variable with v degrees of freedom. The 
statistician may be interested in testing H^ : = (ip
... = |î  (or equivalently = 0 for i 4= i) ; he
may desire simultaneous confidence intervals for pairwise 
differences in means. In either case, the studentized 
range technique is embodied in the following probability 
statement :
(l) pCKy^ - j[) - (m-̂ " ^
i' * 1, 2, ,., »r, i4=l' ] = l-a
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where is the upper 100 a percent point of the stu­
dentized range distribution with r and v degrees of free­
dom.
To verify this statement, let us first define yf =
■  , i = 1, 2, — , r. Clearly yf ~ n(0, l), i = 1,
2, ..., r. Now, consider
i^i’ ----------- 2-----  i4=i' S
A  s2/ - T —a *v
By definition Q is a studentized range random variable
with r and v degrees of freedom. Therefore,
f fKyi - h  ̂  - (y^ - ap{max {---1 ^ ^ ^ ^  = 1 - a.
However, max fI(y. - - (y* - n!)I) < q^ , *S if and only
i4=i
if I (y^ - - (y[ - tipi ^ q“ ^^-S for all i, i' = 1, 2,
. . ., r, i 4= i' . Hence pCmax { I (y. - |i. ) - (y! - p.! ) I }
i+i' ^ ^ ^ ^
— ^r,v'^^ = 1 - a if and only if pC I (ŷ  ̂ - |î ) - (y^ - tip I
< qJ^^*S, for all i, i' = 1, 2, . . ., r , i 4= i'} = 1 - a .
Thus we obtain a family of (g) confidence state­
ments which has a probability error rate equal to c . Tlio 
statements are of the form: tij - |i! c y . - y! ± q^1 X 1 X r j V
for all i, i' « 1, 2, ..., r, i 4= i'. The hypothesis 
H^:tiĵ - t'-ĵ * 0, i + i', i, i* =1, 2, ..., r can be tested 
simply by checking the confidence intervals to determine 
whether zero is in each. If zero is in each confidence
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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interval accept otherwise, reject H^,
Section 2.2 Contrasts
Concern with pairwise comparisons of means can be
generalized to the study of contrasts. A contrast is a
r r
linear combination, . Z. c. , where . E, c . = 0. The linear1— J. 1 1  1 — 1 1
space of the totality of all contrasts will be denoted af .. 
A vector (c^Cg . . . c^) in this space will be denoted c_.
The probability statement concerning the family of 
contrasts is
(2) e ail = e
2= 1 - 0 , where 72^ . . ., y^ and S are as previously 
defined. The following lemma is used to obtain statement
(2). The general outline of its proof and of all other
proofs in this paper is taken from Simultaneous Statistical 
Inference by Rupert P. Miller, Jr.
Lemma 1: I - Y I < c for all i, i* = 1, 2, r,
i + i' if and only if
r r I c. I
*iSi^i^i* ^  ° i§i 2 :E"or all c. e
(a) If \Y^ - Y^l < c for all i, i' = 1, 2, . .., r, i 4= i'
r r I c . I
then I < c for all c_ e .
Proof: If c^ * 0, i = 1, 2, r, the lemma is
obviously true. Suppose ĉ  ̂ $ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r. Let
P = {ilCĵ  > 0} and N = Cilc^ < 0}. Denote ^  by g.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1 1 ^Tien g = ? Z c. + "? Sc.. Because 0 = L c. = S c. +
iep ^ isN ^ 1 ^ iep
2 G., then £ c. = - £ c. and £ c. = £ (-c.) = g.
ieN  ̂ iep  ̂ leN ^ ieP ̂  ieN ^
i LMultiplying £c.Y. by “  gives £c. Y. = — ^------- ---------- -Q ^ x x g  2^xx S
However, for i e p  and i* e N, ~ I =
c.(-cî)iY. ~ YîI < c.(-cî)c since by hypothesis I Y. - Y! I <X X X X X X X X
c for all i, i' = 1, 2, r, i 1= i'. Therefore,
1
1 i i " i e p  S "  - 1 2 -
r r 1c. I
(b) If l£ c.Yj ^  c £ “ 5̂ - for ail c e then I Y, - Yî I
2̂ X X  1 *  X X
< c for ail i, i' = 1, 2, ..., r, i 4 i ' .
Proof: Choose c. =1, c., = -1, and c . = 0, j 4 i or i*
and the results are immediate.
Identifying Y^ with y^ - i = 1, 2, r and c
with ^^'8, we have that I(y^ - y^) - (iî  ~ |î ) I <
q^ ^*8 for all i, 1' « 1, 2, ..., r , i 4 i' if and only if
r r Ic. I
I £ c. (y. - n . ) I ^  q ̂'S.£ —^—  for all c. e «£ . This implies2 ^ x 1 1  x , V 2 ^ c ;  ^
that pCIy^ - I ̂ r,v'^ i, i' = 1» 2,
. . .r, i i* } - 1 - a if and only if p[ I £ c. (y. - p. ) I <"I X X X *“
r Ic i
q^ ^_'8.£ i— for all c, c = 1 - or. From here, it isX , V ^
only a matter of a few steps of algebra to obtain statement (2)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Section 2.3 The studentized augmented range random varia­
ble and simultaneous confidence intervals for all linear 
combinations of means.
With contrasts the statistician is limited to making 
comparisons between means; he cannot make comparisons of 
means with theoretical values using contrasts. To make 
the latter types of comparisons it is necessary to move 
from the space of contrasts, to the space of all 
linear combinations of the means so that the themselves 
are included in the family of statements. To make a proba­
bility statement concerning this family, the definition of 
the studentized augmented range random variable is needed.
Let y^, yg, ... y^ be a random sample from a n(0, l) 
distribution and W be a chi-square random variable with v
degrees of freedom which is independent of y., i = 1, 2,IiMl , R 1 ^
..., r . Then Q* “ max —  , where IMI =/
* V
max {ly.I), R^ « max {ty. - y.iI)» is the studentized 
i  ̂ ^ i,i' ^ ^
augmented range random variable with r and v degrees of
freedom.
As an alternative, the studentized augmented range 
random variable may be defined as Q' *r , V
£ 17i - y. • I}max ........ *..
i,i* =0,...,r /  w where y^, i ■ 1, 2, ..., r and W
* V
are as previously defined and y^ ® 0.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The probability statement for the family of all linear
combinations of means is this:
(3) p{s € E ±  for all ±  e = 1 - of,
r r _
where L = max {£ A. , -S jt. ”3; iÈ. = maxCo, ^ . 3 , J0. " =- t X - i X X  1 1r % 1minlO, Jt̂ 3, and ^ is the upper 100a percent point of the 
studentized augmented range distribution with r and v de­
grees of freedom.
Verification of statement (3) amounts to reducing to
the case of contrasts. Define y = 0 and let p, = 0. The
r ® °
linear combination . g, jfc. M-. can then be written as thep 1 " 1 1 1
contrast 1 = 1, 2, ..., r and
r r
c^ = -2 It can be shown that . Clearly
^ i = 0, 1, ..., r is distributed normally 
with mean zero and variance one. Hence, by definition,
f I Cy. - y.. ) - (n. - kk,, ) 13
Q ’ = max * ' ' ' s ....  —  ' has ai t i“*0,..«,r
studentized augmented range distribution and
pt max I (y, - y V  ) - (p, - (i, t ) I i  - 1 - a
I „where is the upper 100a percent point of the student­
ized augmented range distribution with r and v degrees of
freedom. However, max ( I (ŷ  - y^ i ) - (m-j “ t ) I 3 <i,i’*0,...,r  ̂ ^  ̂ ^
if and only if \iy^ - y^t) - ^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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for all i, i* = 0, 1, ... r. Applying lemma 1,
Kyi “ ŷ î) - ^  for all i, 1’ = 0,
r t
..., r i 4= i' if and only if I^Sq ^i^^i " ̂ î̂  ̂ ^
r I c. I
i^o —  for all _c e sd̂ f or equivalently, if and only if
Ifgl ^  ̂rTv'^'^jR f°^ ^11 i, £ Therefore,
r r ,
plZ E S ±  f°^ 1  G *£̂ } = 1 - a.1 1  “*■
Section 2.4 Generalization of Tukey* s method to dependent 
random variables.
The Studentized range technique can be generalized 
to the case in which (ŷ ,̂ yg* ...» y^) has a multivariate 
normal distribution with mean jy. « ((î , 112» ...» M>p) and
covariance matrix a V where V 1̂ p .... ^  p 1 .... p
k ' iIThe probability statements for the dependent case corre­
sponding to statements (l), (2) and (3) are respectively
(4) p(|î  - G ŷ  ̂ - y^, + “ P» it i' = 1» 2,
.. ., r) ■ 1 - o
r r_______________ _ ____  r I c. I
(5) p(S e S Cj,ŷ _ + q^^^'S./l - p S -^ ^ »  for all
c e i£̂ ) « 1 - 0
(6) p{s E L ±  q^^^'S'/l - p L^, for all
i. e ■ 1 - a.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Note that the only difference between these statements and 
the corresponding statements for the independent case is
the insertion of /I - p as a factor.
The key to statements (4), (5) and (6) is in the de­
fining of r new random variables Z^, Z^» ...» Z^ in terms 
of the y^ in such a way that the Z^, i = 1, 2, ..., r are 
independent and, in addition, have the property that
Zi - z| » yi - y^’ , i, i' ■ 1, 2  r and r\̂  - =
^i ” ^i'* where E(Z^) = i = 1, 2, ..., r. The 
earlier results can be applied to the Z^. The details are 
straightforward.
Section 2.5 Applications of the studentized range technique 
Tukey's studentized range technique is principally 
used in determining whether any of r population means |î ,
M>2 » •••» differ. This is accomplished by pairwise com­
parisons of sample means. Quite often these means arise 
from one-way classification experimental design, although 
the method is also applicable for a two-way classification 
design and certain other models. Numerical illustrations 
for the following material are contained in Chapter V.
To see how the method works, consider a one-way 
classification with r treatments and n observations per 
treatment. Let (y^^j, i ■ 1, 2, ..., r, j - 1, 2, n]
be n independently, normally distributed random variables 
with common variance o and expected values E(y^j) • 
i - 1, 2, r. Let y . ■ E and
^ j
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2 ) r(n — l)S^S = E — ^ —  • Then —  ?-— —  is distributed as a
id
chi-square with r(n - l) degrees of freedom and S is inde­
pendent of the sample means y^ » i = 1, 2, ..., r. Define
ŷ *̂ = (ŷ  ̂ - M-̂ ) /n, i = l, 2, .. ., r. Clearly ŷ *̂ ~ n(0, a^) ,
Therefore, by statement (l), pCI(y^ - M-̂ ) /n - (y^t - ),/ni
< q^ r(n-l)*^’ i, i* « 1, r3 = 1 - a. Hence (8)
p{|(ÿi. - - (?i.. - i
= 1, 2, ..., r i 4= i'3 = 1 - or.
Thus we obtain a family of confidence statements with
a probability error rate a. These statements are of the 
form p.. - 1̂. ■ e ÿ^_ - ÿ^, _ ±  a“ ,r(n-l) 8//Z for 1. i’
= 1» 2, ,.,, r, i + i' .
These confidence intervals can be used to tesb the 
null hypothesis H^: =  0 for all i, i' = 1, 2, 
r, i 1= i' . The test amounts to simply checking each of 
the (g) intervals for the inclusion of zero. If zero is 
included in each interval accept H^; otherwise, reject H^.
In a one-way classification design the probability 
statement for contrasts is
p{s 0 2 ? ^ +  «ï.rCn-l) f ^
» 1 - a.
Tukey's method is also applicable to two-way classi­
fication designs with r rows, c columns, and n observations 
per all. Suppose - p. + i » 1, 2, ...,r,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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j = 1, 2, Ci k » 1, 2, n, and that S a. = Sp. =
i j ^zCotp). . = 2(aP), . = 0. 
j k
The probability statement for pairwise comparisons of 
row means is pCa. - a^' t  ^.ro(n-l)
i, i' = 1, 2, ...» r, i + i'3 = 1 - a
•" 2—  y4 -îv 2 -îv ” ŷi 4 ^where y. - S "j and 8 = 2 — “ ‘fe--- t4-*-- . A similar
jk ijk
statement holds for pairwise comparison of column means.
In the special case where there is only one observation 
per all, there is no variation within alls, and if there is 
no interaction, the model becomes y. ̂  = M- + a. + 3 .. In^ J ^ V
o ^y±i - - y 4 + y )this case, we use Sj = S —     as an
 ̂j
estimate of the error and the simultaneous confidence inter­
vals are of the form 8
“i - “l' ® ^i. - ^1*. i  1r,(r-l)(o-l) 7^'  - 1' 2.c
..,, r. A similar statement holds for column comparisons. 
The probability statement for column contrasts is
^ I ÿ.j. i  «“ ,ro(n-D ^  I ^  for all
£  e ) ■ 1 - a or if there is only one observation per all
we have ^ I ^
CIO) p{| OjPj E I ÿ  J + l“ ,(r-i)(o-l) jSl
for all £  G - 1 - a.
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It is important to note that for Tukey's technique to 
be applicable it is necessary to have equal numbers of ob­
servations per all or per treatment. This requirement is 
one of the disadvantages of this method since often, through 
no fault of the experimenter, it is not possible to have 
equal numbers of observations per all.




The second technique for simultaneous inference to 
be considered is Scheffè F projections. This technique is 
widely applicable.
Let Y = (ŷ »̂ J2 * •••* ^ vector of n independ­
ently, normally distributed random variables with common 
2variance o , Let the mean vector be given by ü  = X3 
where X « , rank X = p (p < n), and^11 X12 . ’* ^Ip
?21 ^22 * • ^2p
^n2 * ^np
2 » • •., Pp). X is
2i = 1, 2, ..., p are unknown parameters and a is un­
known.
The least squares and maximum likelihood estimators 
of e is ^ . (X'X)-^X'Y. s2 . - X(X';)-lx')T, the
2
estimator for is such that is distributed as
a
a chi-square with n - p degrees of freedom and and 8^
are independent. Also $ ~ N(3, a^(X'X)”^).
Let / = ■ (jlj,» ^2 * •••’ be any fixed d-
dimensional linear subspace of p dimensional space. The
Scheffè method gives simultaneous confidence intervals for
pthe linear combinations, i'|3 • Z 1. P. for all ^  e id. Thei l l
following probability statement governs the family of all
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these linear combinations:
(1) p{je’P e • S(a '(X'X)“^je)̂ '̂  ̂ for all—  —  —  0. ,n—p —
jt e s£} = 1 - a
where is the upper 100a percent point of the F
distribution with d and n-p degrees of freedom. It should
2 —1be noted that S ^'(X*X)“ is simply the estimate of 
var(i.*f) = (X*X)”^l.
The following lemma is used in the verification of 
statement (l).
d d 2 1/2
Lemma 2 : For c > 0, IZ a.y.I ^  c (l a. ) for1 ^ i 1 ^
d 2 2all (a^, ag, ...» a^) if and only if S y^ c .
OTheorem : If Y « N(X3, o l) where X is an n x p
matrix of rank p(p < n) and is a d-dimensional subspace
of p-dimensional Euclidean space, then
(2) - P)l s. A  5vl' for all
X  G = 1 - a.
Proof; Let L be a d x p matrix whose d linearly
independent rows form a basis for Let = L p and
]&_ = L Then for each jt g î , there exists 
X* = X2» ... » X^) such that 3^ = l' $ C^'L = ^*)
because the rows of L form a basis for /. Furthermore,
for each 2l there is a unique X  such that J.' p » A.'2L*
^  « Lt - N(Lp, o^L(X'X)“^L’) « N(2C., a^L(X'X)"^L')
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since ~N(P, a^(X'X) ^). The linear c.ombination
- n U ' p , (X'X)"^^) = N(X'^, Q^X»L(X'X)"^L'X)
Since L(X*X)"^L* is positive definite, there exists a d x d 
non-singular matrix P such that p (L(X*X)""^L')P' = I.
Next define D = P_2) . S = P_^ ~ N(D, o^I), i.e.,
P  = (D, , Bp, ... B^) where B. ~ n(D. , 0^). S —± c. p 1 1  2 a
is distributed as a chi-square with d degrees of freedom
2 2 and since p and S are independent, 8 is independent of
^ . d (B - D
PL3 = D and hence independent of E — ^ — . Therefore,
. P 1 0d (B. - D.
E — -—  P(d, n - p) .1 dS"̂
2We are now ready to apply lemma 2 with c being
identified with n-p*^*^^ &nd Ey^^ being identified with
S(B. - D.)^. We obtain E(B.- - D.)^ < F° ^ ^'d-S^ if and ^ 1 1  ^ 1 1 ^  0, n-p
d ■ /d
only if lE a,(Ik - D,)I ^  /dF® E a. for allX # X
-  ,2(a^y a^, a^) = a*. Therefore, piE(D^ - D^) <
^a n-p*^'^^^ = 1 - a if and only if
(2a) pC la' (B - d) I ^  i/dF^,n„p*S ,/a'a for all a e  = 1 -
From the definition of _D and P we have 
a'D = a’P_2̂  = a* PLp
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a’Ê  = a'P_^ = a' PL^
a'a = a'Ia = a’ PL(X'X)“^L'P*a.
Because P is a non-singular matrix, there exists a
one-to-one between a and ^ by X.' = a'P. Hence (2) can be
1/2 -, 1/2
written as p£ (Lp - LP)I < (dP“ „ ) -S • (x ' L(X'X)"^L'X )n—p —  —
for all X.) = 1 - a. Equivalently p(I>^*L(p - P)l <
1/2 -, 1/2 
(dP^ „ ) -S- (x,'L(X'X)"-^L’a.) for all x) = 1 - a oru., II—p ^  •—
1/2 1/2 
PCIlKt - 3)1 ^  ^^d,n-p^ -S-Cl'(X'X)“^^) for all
ji € tt] = 1 - a since JL* = 2l'L.
Section 5.2 Extension of the Schefffe method to dependent
random variables,
The Scheffè method can be extended to include random
2variables with an arbitrary covariance matrix a V. The 
method is to reduce the covariance matrix to the identity 
matrix by a non-singular transformation and then to apply 
the above theorem. Doing this gives
(3) PtU'B e i ' t i  (dF“  ̂
for all e wt] = 1 - a.
Section 5.5 Schefffe F projections and hypothesis testing
Thus far we have been concerned with confidence inter­
vals j however, the Scheffè technique can also be used to 
test hypotheses. If linear hypotheses on P are to be 
tested, the corresponding simultaneous intervals furnish
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a test which is equivalent to the likelihood ratio test of 
the linear hypotheses.
Consider d(d < p) linearly independent linear combina­
tions i = 1, 2, d and the
matrix L whose rows are these linear combinations:
o  . . .  J È .L = 11 *12 ••• *lp
^dl
VBecause the rows are linearly independent the rank of L is
d. A linear hypothesis on the regression parameters p has 
the form where = (d'°,
<3̂ ? constant, i = 1, 2, d. L# - N(LP, L(X*X)"^L')
and the likelihood ratio test of is identical to the F 
test based on 1$.
When is true ~ N(0, a^L(X'X)“^L').
(L^ - *3̂  ̂)'(l (x ’x )"^l ’)Cl'̂ -Furthermore, -------- 2-----   2— dis-
da'̂
tributed as a chi-square with d degrees of freedom if and
only if ^  * o^L(X'X)“^L' is idempotent of rank d,
a
Clearly this product is equal to which is idempotent
of rank d. Therefore since and $ are idependent
(Lt- a ’ )'(L(X'X)-^L')"^(Lt-3f’„)-------- 2------ 5— --------------- 2 F(a, n - p).
dS^
The test (which is identical to the likelihood ratio test) is
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1 (L# - ^ q ) ’(l(X'X)"^L')”^(L^ - r > reject
^ ^d,n-p “o
If ^  = LP“, Eg, = [32 I - ^)'(L(X'X)"^L')"^(^ -
^  < , n - p
is the equation for an ellipsoid centered at . The
above test is then equivalent to the following procedure : 
if E accept otherwise reject We now examine
the relationship of the above test to Schefffe simultaneous 
intervals.
If is the linear space which the rows of L span,
consider the family of simultaneous confidence intervals :
X'P e (dP^ ^ for all i e— —  —  d ,n—p —  j —  — iü#yiAny e is of the form, = SX-X- where Z_. is the i^ X*"i “"X
row of L. If H^:LP = is such that the hypothesized
value for is 3 ^ then the hypothesized value for
d C y,,
r p  = SXj^l^P, 1  e *e, is ° <5*?. now ±
(dP^ _ for all A e ^  If and only ifd,n-p —  — —
° G E ^  , (this is essentially what we proved in the
theorem). Therefore the P test is equivalent to checking
whether 3* ° e + (dP% ^ £’(X*X)“ ĵe)̂ '̂  ̂ for all^  —  —  d ,n-p —  —
^ e However, because it is impossible to check an infi­
nite number of confidence intervals, the equivalent P test 
given above must be used.
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Section 3,4 Applications
The Scheffè technique is widely applicable. In order 
to apply it, one simply has to specify the matrix X and 
the linear space Since there are few restrictions on X,
there are various possibilities for its form. This account- 
for the versatility of the technique.
X can be classified into one of three general types 
according to the nature of the variables which comprise it: 
qualitative, quantitative, or both qualitative and quanti­
tive, The quatitative matrix is the one encountered in 
analysis of variance; its variables are simply indicators 
used to insert or to leave out a parameter in the mean of 
an observation. Its entries are 0 or 1. Quantitative 
matrices are usually encountered in regression problems; 
entries in this type of matrix are variables which are 
actually measurements on physical entities.
5.4,1 Application to one-way design
Let us first consider a one-way classification de­
sign with r treatments with n^ observations for the i^^ 
treatment. Let ly. ., i = 1, 2, r, j = 1, 2, ... n.}
X  J  X
be r independent samples of independently, normally dis-
2tributed random variables each with variance o and such 
that E(y. . ) = , i = 1, 2, . , . , r. If r = 3, n. = 2,1Q 1 -L
n^ = 3 and n^ = 2, then Y* = y^2» ^21* ^22’ ^23*^31*^32^ '
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(1 1 0 0 0 0 0\0 0 1 1 1 0 o| » P* = Cm-i* 1̂2»
0 0 0 0 0 1 1^
u. = y. = Z y.., i = l, 2, 3. The are independent ‘'i. n. . 1 ^1 d
and varCt^^) = i = 1, 2, 3. — ^ - 4-— ^ —
is distributed as a chi-square with 4 degrees of freedom 
and S is independent of Ç2 » 1̂ 3*
In general, = (|î  , ..., Ç ) where f = y - 
^i.E, y , i = 1, 2, r. The are independent andH J *• -L X J X
varCti. ) = = E E *—  is distributed as a1 n. . . N - rX X j
chi-square with N - r degrees of freedom and is independent 
of the .
In a one-way classification, pairwise mean compari­
sons and contrasts are most often of concern. Since the 
linear space is spanned by = (l, -1, O),
Cn ~ ( 0, 1, “If 0), ,,, — ” ( 0 $ 0» »»• 1, —1 ) » the
dimension of ■£_ is r - 1,w
o 2r ^  ̂ r r p p r o ,
varCEc.iï. ) " E varCc.Pj ) « Zc. « a E rr^




 ̂ „2 ^^r(Eo. |i. ) « S E Therefore from statement (l),i l l  1
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r c.^ 1/2
(4) p{zc,^. e i  [(r -
for ail _ç E :.f ] = 1 - 0 .  Observe that unlike Tukey's 
technique, the Schefffe method does not require equal num­
bers of observations per treatment.
Section 3.4.2 Application to two-way classification
Next let us consider how the Schefffe technique can be 
applied to a two-way classification with interactions 
present, r rows, c columns, and m observations per cell.
^ijk - + «i + Pj + + =ijk' i - 1- 2. .... r,
j = 1, 2, ..., c, and k = 1, 2, ..., m, where 0 = E a. =
p iE p. = E(ap). , = E(ap). . and c. .. - n(0, a ). Also,j U 1J j 1J i(jK
assume that the are independent.
The least squares estimators for the parameters are
^ “ijk ^  ‘ ° ÿi.. ■
i = 1, 2, ..., r; " ÿ . - y  where y . - EJ tj* # # e *u* ik
j = 1» 2, ..., ci (ofe).4 - y .  j - yi - ÿ   ̂ + y  whereJ-J i J # iee •U*
I ^  ' ÿij.* ■ roL-i; 1=
distributed as a chi-square with rcCm - l) degrees of free­
dom independently of the estimators for the parameters.
Suppose the experimenter is interested in contrasts 
of the row effects. For the same reason as for one-way
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classification, the dimension of the space of linear
r r ^
contrasts for rows, is r - 1. Also, var(Sc.a, ) = I: var(c.a. ) =i l l  2 ^ ̂
2 2 2 rc. a ^ r ^ g r c.
S —  ; so, var(Ec^a^) = S s Therefore, applying
statement (l) we have
r r ^  ̂ _ 1/2 1 r g 1/2
(5) pCsc^a^ £ Sc^a^ ±  " ^^^r-l,rc(m-l)^ ^cm ^^i ^
for all ^  E = 1 - a.
The probability statement for row contrasts is
pCEo.Pj e i  C(c -
for all c £ tg] = 1 - a.
In the special case where m = 1 and interaction is
„2 ^^ii “ ÿi - ÿ  1 + ÿassumed to be zero, we use = E —  tr - l3(c----i)---^ —10
as an estimate of the error. Then the statement for row 
contrasts becomes
(7) p{ECj_o^ £ 2c ±  C(r “ ]-^^r-l, (r-l)(c-l)^^^ ,
for all c, e « 1 - a and similarly for column contrasts 
we have
(8) p(2Cjpj £ ±  [Cc “ l^^o-l,(c-l)(r-l)^^^^^r r
for all ^  E ^  ] » 1 - Of.
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Section 3.4,3 Application to regression: Simple linear
regression and general regression
As was mentioned before, the Schefffe technique is also 
applicable to regression problems. Consider the simple 








ZXj, Zx^ and (X*X)
-1
n _  p nZ (x, - x)^ L (x, X,
^ = y - ̂ x  and







t)’ ~ N((a, P)’,
 ̂  (Xj, - SE)
a^(x'x)”^) and Cz (y^^ - ny^ - P z(y^ - y)(x^ - x)}
is such that is distributed as a chi-square with
o
n - 2 degrees of freedom independently of o and P.
Suppose that simultaneous confidence intervals for 
arbitrary linear combinations of of and p are of concern.
Then the dimension of / is 2, Let ( G /. To make
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(ig - je-̂ X)̂




2 (x. - x)^ 
1 ^
for all ^  E /} = 1 - a. The main intervals of interest in 
this pet are those for a, 3, and a + 3x.
Now consider the general regression model: Y = x§_ + _e,
g
2 ~ N(0, a l), and x ^ ^  has rank p(p < n). For a given
+ 3 X defines P Pthe function f (x̂ ,̂ Xg, ..., x^) = +
a surface over the p-dimensional space of (x^, Xg, ...» x^) 
A surface so defined is called a regression surface.
It is often desirable to have confidence bands for the 
regression surfaces. This requires two functions f̂  ̂ and 
fg such that p{f^(x^, Xg, ..., x^) ^  f(x^$ Xg, x^) ^
fgCx^, X2* ..., x^) for all (x^, Xg» . . , f x^)} « 1 - ot. It 
is important to note that for each (x^, Xg, ...» kp) in 
p-dimensional space, both upper and lower confidence limits 
on the value of the true regression function are required. 
The Schefffe technique can be used to band the entire re­
gression surface. Of course, in most practical cases,
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only part of the regression surface is of concern. In this 
respect, the Scheffè method is "wasteful,"
A lOO(l-a) percent confidence band for
(lO) L P.x. E 2 ■p'̂ x, + (pF® )^^^S(x'(x'x)"^x)^'^^-|̂ 1 1 ^ 1 1  p,n-p —  —
for all X = (x^, x^, ,,,» x^).
The proof for this band has already been derived. The 
linear space of concern is simply the space of all linear 
combinations of the coordinates of ^  which obviously has 
dimension p.
Section 5.4.4 Application to prediction in regression 
analysis
Another problem that often arises in regression 
analysis is that of using a random sample y^, yg, .. ., ŷ  ̂
to predict to future observations of the dependent random 
variables at k different values of the independent random 
variables. Let y°, y^, ..., y^ be the "future" random 
variables at the points x° = (x?^, x°g, ..., x°^), i = 1,
2, ..., k. The estimators for y° are » x? P, i = 1, 2,
.., k y° ~n(x°*3, o^x°'(x'x)"^x°), i = 1, 2, k.
The Scheffè technique can be used to bracket these 
future observations in simultaneous confidence intervals. 
The probability statement is
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(11) pCy° e ÿ? ±  8- (l + x^°(x'x)""^xp^/^,
i = l ,  2, ...,k} = l - a ,  where y? is the predicted value. 
This probability statement gives confidence intervals for 
only the specified k future observations, but one could 
obtain simultaneous confidence intervals for all linear 
combinations of the y?, i = 1, 2, k with the same
probability, 1 - a. Therefore, the probability state­
ment (ll) is strictly greater than 1 - a since not all 
possible statements are used. The verification of state­
ment (ll) depends on the extension of the Scheffè method 
to dependent variables.
In the special case of simple linear regression, 
y^ = a + Px^, i » 1, 2, ,,., k* statement (ll) simplies to
_ « i/o 1 (x9 - x)^ 1/2(12) y? e ^  + x?l^ ±  (kPF p) S*(l + ~ +  )1 1 k,n—c n n gE (x. - x)2
1 ^
i — If 2, ...f k «
(x? - x)2
That X®'(x'x)'*^2ç̂  “ n n” '̂---------* i * If 2, ..., k can
2 (x. - x)^ 
1 ^
be obtained immediately from the derivation of J.'(x’x)^ 
for statement (9). In statement (l2) we are concerned with 
the special case when ■ (l, x°) = x°’.
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CHAPTER IV 
Bonferroni T Statistics and Studentized 
Maximum Modulus Techniques
Section 4,1 Bonferroni T statistics
Both the studentized range technique and Scheffè P 
projections require the random variables ^2’ •« » » y^ 
to be independent. The Bonferroni T statistics method does 
not have this requirement and is therefore a useful tool 
when the above methods cannot be applied. Moreover, in 
certain instances, it is a strong competitor with the
Scheffè and Tukey techniques even when independence is
present.
Suppose that yj_» y2» • • • » random variablesg Psuch that ~n(tJ-, , i = 1, 2, . , , , k and that S^
v.S 2
is such that "t" " is distributed as a chi-square with v.
degrees of freedom independently of y^t i * 1, 2, ..,, k.
No assumption is made regarding independence of the y^
nor if the S.^, i = 1, 2, ..., k. Clearly ^ ~ n(0,l)
^ i
pand is independent of this ratio. Therefore,
y • — ^4Tĵ  = ^ ~t(Vj.), i « 1, 2, k and
p H y ^  - 1̂̂ 1 ^  " 1 - of/k, where is the
100 or/2k percentile point of the t distribution with v̂ _
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degrees of freedom for i = 1, 2 , k, i.e.,
p{̂ i. e y • ±  ^a/2k,g  ̂ = l - a/k, i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
These, of course, are individual confidence statements 
and what we want is a set of simultaneous confidence inter­
vals. To obtain them, one simply uses the Bonferroni in­
equality derived in the first chapter. If is the event 
that e y^ then p(A^) = p  i = 1, 2, ..., k,
k k
Therefore, p(nA^) > 1 - or/k = 1 - a, or equivalently,
( 1 ) p( E y . _+ ^^/2k .S i - 1^ 2, , . . , k } > l - o r .1 X
Here we have used equal significance levels for each
of the individual statements. However, should greater
sensitivity be desired for some intervals than for others,
unequal significance levels can be used. Furthermore, any
k
combination a^, «2 » where = a will produce
a as the bound for the probability error rate.
Consider a one-way classification with r treatments 
and unequal numbers of observations per treatment. Let 
{y^^, i = 1, 2, ..., r, j = 1, 2, ..., n^] be r samples
of normally distributed random variables such that 
E(y^j) = and var(y^j) = o , i = i, 2, . . ., r, j = 1,
2, . . . , n . . Then E(y. ) = E(g = 4. . var(y. ) =J- J 1 •
2 2 4 - Ji r; and S = S 2 —  , where H = .2-, n . ,i -N — r 1-j.i
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2
is such that is distributed as a chi-square with
o
N - r degrees of freedom independently of the y . .. Then
22 Sletting S. = and applying statement (l) yields the 1 ^i
following probability statement:
(2) pCn^ ^ ^i. -  ‘̂ N-r^ i = . . . , r } > l - a
■ ̂ i
where t^^^^is the lOO^^^^ercent point of the t distri­
bution with N - r degrees of freedom.
Suppose that simultaneous confidence intervals are
r
needed for k contrasts, |J,̂, h = 1, 2, k,
, r _  . rof the above treatment means El. E-, C, y. ) = . E. G p..1 = 1 h. " 1. 1 = 1 h . 1
. r ^
and 0^2 . varC^S^ ° h / l . ̂ = iSi (var(C^^ÿ^ ) =
h = 1, 2, ..., k. Thus the probability statement for these 
contrasts is
(3) p{.£i e Ch.^i. t:'1 - - - ^ - - - -1
h = 1, 2, ... k} _> 1 - a 
or in the event that n^ = n, i = 1, 2, ..., r, this state­
ment simplifies to
(3a) p ( J ^  Ch/i ^ J l  V ^ -  -  i =
h = 1» 2, k] > 1 - a
where and t^^^^are the percent points of
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the t distributions with r(n - l) and N - r degrees of 
freedom respectively»
Bonferroni t-statistics are also applicable to an r x c
two-way classification with n observations per cell » The
model is y . ., = n + a. + P . + (ap). . + e. . , i = 1, 2,
i j *  X  J  X J  1. J  *
r; j = 1, 2, c, £ = 1, 2, n, where 2 a.=2P . = 2(aP)
i  ̂j  ̂ j
= 2 (ap). . = 0 and the e, . are distributed normally and1 J  i j  *
2independently with mean zero and variance o . If k row 
contrasts are of concern then the appropriate probability 
statement is
(^) p t J i  e J ,  i  f
h = 1, 2, »»», k } > . l - a  
where the percent point of the t dis­
tribution with rc(n - l) degrees of freedom. A similar 
statement holds for column contrasts.
In the event that there is only one observation per 
cell and assuming that the interaction is zero» the model
becomes y . . = |i + a . + p. + e. i = 1» 2» r » j = 1 »X J X J X J
2, c where 2 a. = 2 P . *= 0 and we use
1 ^ j ^
2 ■ ÿi ■ ÿ  1 * ÿ8, = 2 — "■'Y... è""V7... \ '   as an estimate of theI .. Ir - IJlc - i;
X  J
error. The 1 - a percent simultaneous confidence intervals
c c _
for k column contrasts in this case are .2. C, p. e .2-, C, y .j = i n j J <j-i n j o J
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^(r-î)(c-l) 0 = 1 h = 1, 2, ..., k, where
J
^(r-l)(c-l) the percent point of the t dis­
tributions with (r - l)(c - l) degrees of freedom.
It is important to note here that we have obtained 
simultaneous confidence intervals for only a finite number 
of contrasts; whereas, the Tukey and Scheffè method give 
simultaneous confidence intervals for all possible contrasts. 
Observe above that as k increases so does t^^^^ in each case, 
giving wider confidence intervals. Thus, one would expect 
shorter confidence intervals when using Bonferroni t-sta­
tistics if only a few contrasts are of concern than he 
would expect for the same contrasts using the Scheffè or 
Tukey techniques.
Section 4.2 Studentized Maximum Modulus Technique
Another technique for simultaneous inference is the 
studentized maximum modulus technique. One of its draw­
backs is that it has not been extensively tabled.
The studentized maximum modules statistic with K, v
iMl
degrees of freedom is where Im L is the maximum
v_
V
absolute value of k independent random variables which
2are normal with mean zero and variance one, and is an 
independent chi-square with v degrees of freedom.
T,et :/.j - n(|i. , d^ a^), i = 1, 2, 3, ..., K be k
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independent random variables, where the d^ are known con-
2stants but and a are unknown for i = 1, 2, K.
2 2 Also, let S be a chi-square estimator of o with v degrees
of freedom which is independent of the , The probability
statement for the maximum modulus technique is
(3) e y^ J: i = 1, 2, 1 - a.
This method can also be extended to arbitrary linear com­
binations .
Independence of the numerators is required, but unlike 
Tukey's method, equal numbers of observations per cell is 
not required.
Section 4,3 Multiple Range Tests
The name "multiple range tests" applies to a number 
of techniques of simultaneous inference. They are men­
tioned briefly here because of their historical signifi­
cance: They are among the first tools of simultaneous
statistical inference to be developed. As the name implies 
these multiple range tests can be used only in testing 
hypotheses{ they cannot be used for obtaining simultaneous 
confidence intervals.
Multiple range tests are used primarily in testing 
mean differences in balanced one-way, two-way, etc., 
classifications, "The basic ideas in these tests is the 
same: as some means are declared significant, the critical
point for significance of the remaining means la decreased
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to conform with the size of the remaining group."
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CHAPTER V 
Numerical Examples
Section 5.1 Application of the Scheffè, Tukey, and 
Bonferroni techniques to a randomized complete block design, 
It is the purpose of this last chapter to illustrate 
numerically some of the techniques derived in the preced­
ing chapters. We first consider a randomized complete 
block design. The following table gives the results of 
an experiment designed to compare the yields of five 
different kinds of wheat measured in bushels.
VARIETIES
A B C D E
Blocks 1 61 60 64 69 83
2 65 66 66 80 83
3 60 55 68 72 70
4 75 70 80 80 89
Means : y JL = 65.5 y 2 = 62.7 y  ̂ = 69.5
75.) y c = 81.3 y = 70.8t ✓ • *y.4 ■ 
AMOVA
Source d.f. Sum of Squares Mean Square P
Blocks 3 553.2 184.4
Varieties 4 905.2 226,3 16.88
Residual 12 160.8 13.4
Total 19 1619.2
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The appropriate model then is y. . = h- + p. + J. + e,
i = 1» 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2 , 5, where 2 P- = 2 P . = 0.
i  ̂ j ^
« -  -  ■> -  -  ^2 ^ -ÿ i+ÿ
®i ' - y..’ Jj = y.j - y.. "  •
Since 16.88 > - 5*26, we would reject the hypothesis
that all varieties are equal and consider then differences 
in varieties.
Suppose that 95 o/o simultaneous confidence intervals 
are desired for pairwise differences in variety effects.
The probability statement for contrasts using the Shefffe 
technique is p{s c^J^ e Z o.^. ±  C(c - l)P"_i,(r-l)(c-l):l^ ^
St(2 — for all c e *£ } = l~a, I 1 r -  c
= 65.5 - 70.8 = -5.5 J4 = 75.3 - 70.8 = 4.5 
= 62.7 - 70.8 = -8.1 = 81.3 - 70.8 = 10.5
= 69.5 - 70.8 = -1.3
Here o = 4, c = 5, S^ = 13.4, and S^ = 3,66,
^4?12 “ = 5.61.
We first look at pairwise differences in varieties,
J. - Jz'. For these pairwise differences in varieties J
= / 7 7 ^  . .71. Therefore, S j / F - ^
= 9.38 for uhese contrasts. The simultaneous confidence 
intervals are as follows :
?
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Variety difference Jj ■ Jj' ±  9.58
Jl - Jg (-6.78, 11.98)
Jl - J? (-15.58, 5.18)
Jl - J4 (-19.58, -6.2)*
Jl - J5 (-25.58, -6.62)*
Jg - J3 (-16.18, 2.58)
Jg - J4 (-21.98, -5.22)*
Jg — J5 (-27.98, -7.22)*
J? - J4 (-15.18, 5.58)
J3 - J5 (—21.18, -2.42)*
J4 - J3 (-15.58, 5.58)
Suppose now that the hypothesis H^: Jj - Jj' '
j + o't Ô» j' = 1, 2, ... » 5» is to be tested. Recalls
that testing this hypothesis is equivalent to checking each
of the above confidence intervals for the inclusion of zero
The intervals which do not include zero have a * beside
them. Hence, in this case, we would reject H and conclude 0




+ J2 - (Jj +
wish 
J4) »
to compute a confidence inter-
5 c /  4 simply compute 2 ^ = 1.
XT! 2
Then /  — « 1 and a 95 o/o confidence interval for 
Jf + - (J^ + J^) is therefore, -5.5 - 8.1 + 1.5 - 4,5 ±
15.01; i.e., (-29.81, -5.79). To test + Jg -
(J5 + J^) « 0, simply observe that zero is not in the
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confidence interval for the contrast; therefore, reject
Next consider 95 o/o simultaneous confidence intervals 
for pairwise differences in variety effects using Tukey*s 
method. The probability statement in this case is
P^jSi CjJi e + ^c, (r-l)(c-l) ^  j§l ^°r ali




and TZ = 1.38, Therefore, ^ = 8.25 is the critical
constant for pairwise differences in varieties since Z —3
1
= 1 in this case. The desired confidence intervals are
Varietv difference Jj - J., i  8.25
Jl - J2 (-5.85, 10.85)
Jl — J? (-10.45, 4.05)
Jl - J4 (-18.25, -1.75)*
Jl - J5 (-24.25, -7.75)'"
J2 J3 (-15.05, 1.45)
J2 - J4 (-20.85, -3.25)*
J2 - J5 (-26.85, -9.35)*
J? J4 (-14.05, 2.45)
J? J5 (-20.05, -3.55)*
J4 J. (-14.25, 2.25)
The intervals with $ beside them do not include zero 
and as before we would reject and conclude that
> *̂ 1* *̂ 4 ^ *̂2 * J^ ^ *̂ 2* d^ ^ »
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If we wish to compute an interval for the contrast
/ \ 5 I c . IJf + Jg = + J^V, simply compute Z ^ ~ Then
052.2 y *̂  ~ 1^*5 and we obtain the following confidence
interval: 65.3 + 62.7 - 69.5 - 75.3 + l6.5 = (33.3, -.3).
To test H^: *̂ i *̂ 2 " *̂̂ 3 ̂  *̂ 4̂  ” 0* simply observe that
zero is not in the confidence interval for the contrast ; 
therefore, reject H^.
Finally, consider the Bonferroni method for obstaining 
a set of 95 o/o confidence intervals for pairwise differ­
ences in variety means. The probability statement we need is
" I V . d  i  I
h — 1, 2, ..., k 3 ^ 1 —
In this example, a = .05, k = 10, r = 4, and c = 5.
* 3.43, Sj. » 3.66 and for pairwise differ­
ences of means (J 2 C. = (i.2)^^^ = .71. Thus, ther 1 Hi
critical value is (3.45)(3.56)(,7l) = 8.91.
The simultaneous confidence intervals are as follows : 
Variety difference J. - J., +. 8.91V u
- Jg (-6.31, 11.51)
- J, (-13.11, 4.71)
J^ - J^ (-18.91, -1.09)
J^ - J^ (-24.91, -7.09)
£V
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Jg - J3 (-15.71, 2.11)
Jg - J^ (-21.51, -5.69)
Jg - J3 (-27.51, -9.69)
J5 - J4 (-17.71, 5.11)
J, - J5 (-20.71, -2.89)
J4  - J5 (-14.5, 2.5)
If a confidence interval for the contrast + J2 - 
(J3 + is desired, K = 1, provided we are considering
this contrast and nothing else, t*̂ ^̂  = 2.18 and
(% Z C, 2)1/2 _ (i.z+)l/2 _ Therefore, the critical con-
1 ^i
Stant is (2.18)(3.66) = 7,98 and the confidence interval is 
65.3 + 62.7 - 69.5 + 75.3 ±  7.98 = (-24.78, 8.82).
Notice that for pairwise differences in means, the 
Schefffe method gives the longest intervals and Tukey's 
method the shortest with the length of the Bonferroni 
intervals in between. Generally, Tukey's method will give 
the shortest confidence intervals for pairwise differences 
in means unless not all comparisons are of interest, in 
which case, the Bonferroni intervals may be shorter.
For the contrast + J2 - (J3 + , the length of
the Schefffe interval is shorter than the length of the 
Tukey interval. This is true in general. Note that for 
this single contrast, the Bonferroni method gives the 
shortest interval of the three. However, as the number 
of contrasts under consideration increases the critical
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constant increases when you use the Bonferroni method. It 
is true that for a large number of contrasts, the Scheffè 
technique will give shorter intervals than will the Bon­
ferroni method.
Section 5.2 Application of the Scheffè, Tukey, and Bon­
ferroni techniques to a two-way classification design.
Next consider the following two-way design with 
replication; In the course of deciding on tactical uses 
for two rockets, an operation analyst requests the experi­
ment reported in the following table. Three types of 
planes are used five times each with two types of rockets. 
The entries in the table represent coded evaluations of 
target destruction obtained in the test.
Plane types
I II III
Rocket 0 1 6
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Source d.f Sum of Squares Mean Square F
Among Rockets 1 3.33 33.3 1.12
Among Planes 2 48.8 24.4 8.22
Interaction 2 1.867 .933
Within 24 71.2 2.967=3^
Total 29 125.2
The appropriate model for this design is = |i + +
+ Pj + (a|3)j, j + ®ijk’ i ® 1» 2; J = 1, 2, 3; k = 1» 2, .5, 4,
5» where Z o. = L P . «= 2 (ap). . = 2 (o3), . = 0. S = 




y. - y , and P . = y . - y•L«« «•« J »0*
Since 1.12 < 4.26 = 24* would accept the hypothesis
that there is no difference in the rocket types, but since 
8.22 > 3.40 * ^2^24 would reject the hypothesis that 
there is no difference among the planes and then consider 
differences in planes.
First consider a set of 95 o/o simultaneous confidence 
intervals for pairwise differences in plane types obtained 
using the Scheffè method. The probability statement appli­
cable here is
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2
pCs CjP. E I i [(= - 1)
for all Ç. E = 1 - a,
In this example r = 2, c = 3, and m = 5»
^2 " ^ .8 -4,5 = -.8, Pg = 3.6 -4.6 = -1.0, 0^ = 6.4 -4.6 =- 
8^ = 2.967; so 8 = 1.72. = 3.40, 2F^°^^ = 6.80, and
8
/ ÔT" c c, 1/2/2FÔ OM - 2.61. For pairwise differences in means (Z —^ )-, rm
/.2 = .447. Therefore, the critical constant is
(l.72)(2.61)(.447) = 2.01. The simultaneous confidence 
intervals are
plane differences “p. - p., 2 2.01
0 Ü ~
P^ - P2 (-1.99, 2.21)
P̂_ - Pj (-4 .61, -.59)*
^2 3̂ (-4.81, —.7 9 )*
We conclude that plane III is more effective than either
plane I or plane II, but that there is no significant diff­
erence in the effectiveness of planes I and II.
Next consider a set of 95 0/0 simultaneous confidence 
intervals for pairwise differences in column means (plane 
types) obtained using Tukey's method. The probability 
statement applicable here is
"ÿ.j. -ÿ.j'.
for all £ E - 1 - d
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where r = 2, c = 5 ,  m = 5  * ^5^24 ” 3.532, S = 1,72 and
/rm = /To = 3 .16. The critical constant is (3.532)
1,92. The desired confidence intervals are
Plane differences y • - y.j* . ± 1.92• j.
- Pg (-1.72, 2.12)
- P3 (-4 .52, -.68)*
P2 - P3 (-4.72, -.88)*
Another alternative is simultaneous confidence inter­
vals obtained from Bonferroni t-statistics. For K column 
contrasts the probability statement is
C C «V/Otr 1 C o 1/2
“n / d  " f =h7.j. i I ) '
h = l ,  2, ..., k) > 1 - a
n 2 1/2c h .
For pairwise differences in planes, k = 3 and (2 )
,/TS . .447, r = 2, m - 5. = 2.58, if k - 3. S .
1.72. Therefore, the critical constant is (2.58)(l.72)
(.447) = 1.984 and the simultaneous confidence intervals
are




Observe that here, as in the first example, Tukey’s
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method gives us the shortest confidence intervals ; whereas 
the Scheffè method gives the longest intervals for these 
pairwise mean differences. As before, the lengths of the 
Bonferroni intervals fall in between.
Section 5.5 Application of the Scheffè, Tukey, and Bon­
ferroni techniques to one-way classification design.
Finally, consider the following one-way design: In
a preliminary evaluation of three tranquilizing drugs, 
time limitation and the possibility of residual effects 
decreed that each subject receive only one drug. 18 
psychiatric patients with similar diagnoses were rated 
with respect to anxiety on a seven point scale. Six were 
randomly assigned to each of the 3 drugs, and after several 
days each patient was blindly rated on the same scale.
These changes in anxiety ratings were observed.
id
Drug













Drug 2 21 10.5 12.1
Within Drugs 15 13 .667»S^
Total 17 34
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The appropriate model is , i = 1, 2, 3,
(y. . )2j = 1, 2, 6. (i. = y. , i = 1, 2, 5 and = E —1 1. ij -̂ 2
Since 12.1 > 5.68 = we would reject the hypothesis
that all three drugs are equal in effect and to look for
differences in drugs.
If a set of 95 o/o simultaneous confidence intervals
for contrasts is desired using the Scheffè method, the
appropriate probability statement is
r r _  w p  r c.^pCs e S ĉ y^^ + [(r - l^^r-l.N-r^ *3.(2 -^)
for all c E id) = 1 - a.~  c
In this problem, r * 5, N - r = 15» and n̂  ̂ = 6, i = 1, 2, 3.
/2FA°L « /213.68; = 2.71. 8^ = .86? and 5 = .931. For
0.2 1/2
pairwise differences in means (e -^y) = (^ + =
.574. Therefore, the critical constant is (2.7l)(.93l) 
(.574) ■ 1,45» and the simultaneous confidence intervals are 
Mean differences y. - y., ± 1.45
X  « JL •
- (*2 (.55, 3.45)*
tî  - (ij (1.05, 3.95)*
IXg - |Xj (-.95, 1.95)
We can conclude that drug A is significantly better 
than either drug B or C, but that there is no significant 
difference between drugs B and G,
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To obtain 95 o/o simultaneous confidence intervals
for pairwise differences in drug means using Tukey's method,
we use the following probability statement:
r _  g r lc,l
plZ e S =1^1. ±  9r,r(n-l) ^  f ~ T ~   ̂=^^5' !-“ •
Here, r = 5, n = 6, - 3.674, S = .931 and i/^ = 2.45.
The critical constant then is (3.674) - 1.395 and
the simultaneous confidence intervals are
Mean differences y^ - ÿ^, ± 1.396
- lig (.604, 3.396)*
- 1̂3 (1.104, 3.896)*
P-2 - P̂3 (-.996, 1.896)
To obtain 95 o/o simultaneous confidence intervals
for pairwise differences in drug means using Bonferroni
t-statistics we use the following statement
o 2 1/2I' 3T / ̂ I* ll •
pis G S Gh.^i. -  " n ^ ^  , h = 1, 2, _,,k} > 1-a,1 iL X X X X
In this case r ■= 3, k *» 3, N - r * 15 * = 2.69,
r G, 2 1/2 15
S = ,931 and (S --"̂ - ) " /  T  " .574. Therefore, the
1 ^
critical constant is 1.44 and the desired confidence inter­
vals are
Mean differences y^ - y^, ±  1.44
M-l *“ M-2 (.56, 3,44)*
- p.’5 (1,06, 3.94)*
*" (-,94, 1,94)
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